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Rejlers Finland acquires cyber security consultancy 
 
Rejlers strengthens its offering in data protection, information security and cyber security in 
mission-critical environments and acquires the cyber security consultancy Three Kings from 
Flamia Oy. Three Kings is specialized in security arrangements within renewable energy. 
 
“Without data connectivity you cannot steer energy production and start production after disruptions. 
Secure connections are extremely important for our energy system. Together with our customers we 
are making the energy transition happen and with this acquisition we want to ensure that we build 
reliable data connections to for example wind parks. This acquisition supports our strategy to enable the 
energy transition. I warmly welcome our new colleagues to Rejlers,” says Mikko Vaahersalo, CEO of 
Rejlers Finland. 
 
“The threats have increased during the past year with regards to energy and mission-critical 
infrastructure. As a part of Rejlers we can even better support companies within this field as well as 
other customers in information and cyber security,” says Ismo Karttunen, Managing Director, Three 
Kings.  
 
“Rejlers has from before offered monitoring 24/7 from its monitoring centre, monitoring the energy 
network connections and ensuring the grid reliability. Next, we will evaluate the possibilities to use the 
monitoring centre for cyber security services as well to support our customers also in this area,” says 
Timo Holmberg, SVP Energy and Infrastructure, Rejlers Finland. 
 
Three Kings’ consultants will be part of Rejlers Finland Energy and Infrastructure division, modernising 
and streamlining energy systems and developing safe infrastructure within transportation and 
telecommunications. Of Rejlers’ thousand employees in Finland 250 work in the energy and 
infrastructure business.  
 
The parties have signed an agreement regarding the acquisition and consolidation will take place in 
February 2023. 
 
 
For further information, please contact: 
Mikko Vaahersalo, CEO, Rejlers Finland, + 358 (0) 44 425 3143, mikko.vaahersalo@rejlers.fi 
Malin Sparf Rydberg, Director of Communications, +46 (0) 70 477 17 00, malin.rydberg@rejlers.se  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
About Rejlers  
Rejlers is one of the leading engineering consultancy firms in the Nordic region. With cutting-edge expertise, we help companies, 
public authorities and other organisations meet tomorrow's societal challenges. Our services are important building blocks for 
achieving a sustainable society. Founded in 1942, Rejlers success is built on the ability to constantly embrace new knowledge. 
Our vision "Home of the learning minds" guides us to continuous learning, development and growth. With operations in Sweden, 
Finland, Norway and the United Arab Emirates, Rejlers has 2750 experts in technology areas such as energy, industry, 
infrastructure and real estate. In 2021, the company had a turnover of 2.9 billion SEK and its class B share is listed on Mid Cap, 
Nasdaq Stockholm. www.rejlers.com 
 


